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Abstract

Debates around the “sharing economy” have been driven by personal stories
and broad claims. There are no personal stories here. Instead, this essay takes a
step-by-step look at the internet reputation systems on which the sharing econ-
omy claims are based, and finds them wanting.

Introduction
Internet reputation systems let individuals rate other individuals over the internet and
provide recommendations based on those ratings. A new class of enterprise claims
to use internet reputation systems to enable sharing of personal goods and services
at unprecedented scale. Its rise has been announced by both Forbes [8], and by The
Economist [16], according to which accommodation rental service Airbnb. . .

. . . is the most prominent example of a huge new “sharing economy”, in
which people rent beds, cars, boats and other assets directly from each
other, co-ordinated via the internet. . . . [T]echnology has reduced trans-
action costs, making sharing assets cheaper and easier than ever—and
therefore possible on a much larger scale. . . social networks provide a
way to check up on people and build trust; and online payment systems
handle the billing.

The claim is that internet reputation systems solve two problems. One is coordination
(can I find someone who has what I want, or wants what I have?) and the other is
trust (can you trust the person on the other side of the exchange to keep their end of
the bargain?).1 Sharing economy advocates claim, and I will return to this at the end

1For example, economist Arun Sundararajan says that in peer-to-peer marketplaces “Reputation
systems and active supplier screening maintain quality” [14] and that “These reputation systems take
community enforcement up a few notches from the time of the Maghribis, combining numerical scores
and textual feedback with reviews, pictures, and peer references that are instantly visible to any
potential market participant. By making both product and trader quality instantly transparent, this
approach reduces the risks that often lead to market failure” [15]; PBS Newshour says that “Users
trust each other according to a person’s accumulated social credit; user ratings thus form a currency
to increase the odds of finding a willing driver” [7]; and in a January 2013 interview Airbnb CEO Brian
Chesky said “Well it turns out that cities can’t screen as well as technologies can screen. Companies
have these magical things called reputation systems” [6]; Forbes writes that “Ebay’s much-duplicated
rating system bestows commercial credibility on individuals” [8].
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of the essay, that it is both necessary and sufficient to solve these problems to unlock
a large new economy of resource sharing.

Trust and Coordination
To understand the sharing economy it is necessary to understand trust.2

A truster must decide whether or not to make a loan to a potential trustee; if the
truster does make the loan, then the trustee must decide whether or not to repay it.
We say the truster trusts the trustee if she expects him to repay, and the trustee is
trustworthy if he would repay a loan, should the truster make it.

Trust is a problem of asymmetric information: a truster cannot divine the trustee’s
trustworthiness directly but must look instead for signs of trustworthiness.

An opportunist is someone who is not trustworthy but who seeks to mimic signs
of trustworthiness in order to deceive potential trusters. Opportunists create what
Bacharach and Gambetta call a “problem of secondary trust” which, they argue, “al-
most always accompanies, and is often the key to solving, problems of primary trust”
(p158). Instead of just looking for signs of trustworthiness, the truster must decide
whether she can trust those signs; instead of just displaying signs of trustworthiness,
the trustee must convince the truster that he is not mimicking them.

Secondary trust is a signalling problem in the sense first spelled out by economist
Michael Spence.[12] An effective signal is an action or sign that is easy for a trust-
worthy person to display but costly for an untrustworthy person to display. If it’s not
worth the effort for an opportunist to mimic the signal, we say that the signal sepa-
rates trustworthy people from untrustworthy people or discriminates between them.
If no discriminating signal is available, then there is no way to distinguish trustwor-
thy people from opportunists—an outcome that is called pooling—and trust cannot
be established between truster and trustee. In real life, of course, we deal with prob-
abilities rather than certainties, but there is a spectrum from separating to pooling
outcomes in problems of trust.

The Economist observed, above, that the internet has reduced the transaction costs of
collaboration, enabling what Yochai Benkler calls ([3], [4]) a “new modality of or-
ganizing production: radically decentralized, collaborative, and non-proprietary. . .
‘commons-based peer production”’ (p60). But the problem of secondary trust em-
phasizes that low transaction costs do not necessarily improve collaboration.

2The description draws from the work of sociologist Diego Gambetta, who has spent years writing
about trust, and in particular from a 2001 article written with Michael Bacharach.[2].
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Other things being equal, and in the absence of opportunists, lower transaction costs
(discovery and communication) should increase the amount of collaboration, but in
the presence of opportunists—in what Bacharach and Gambetta call “mimic-beset
trust games"—collaboration is possible only in the presence of an effective signalling
mechanism, and lowering transaction costs can destroy trust-dependent collabora-
tion by making it easier for opportunists to mimic trustworthiness.3

Reputation
In the sense used here, reputation is a sign of trustworthiness manifested as testimony
by other people. When my neighbour says “Don’t hire John the Plumber: he came
to fix my sink but it’s still blocked”, she is providing information that lets me decide
whether to trust John to fix my drains.

When it works well, reputation is an effective discriminating signal that promotes
trust and collaboration based on trust. In a community with strong word of mouth, it
is easy for a good plumber to establish a reputation as reliable, punctual, and skilled
simply by being reliable, punctual, and skilled; it is difficult for an incompetent or
lazy plumber to do the same.

Reputation is not a perfect discriminating signal. Much of what is communicated in
testimonies may be private and informal (“he fixed my sink and came on time, but
there was something about him. . . I just didn’t like having him in my house”) and this
privacy and informality can have both good and bad effects. It can transmit justified
but nebulous suspicions, but it makes it difficult for John to gain a good reputation—
no matter how trustworthy he is—if he is a black man trying to find work in a white
community with a history of racism, or difficult for Jane the Plumber’s skills to be
taken seriously if the community has traditional norms about women’s roles. “Old
boys’ clubs” and other insider groups provide members with an inbuilt advantage
when it comes to establishing a reputation.

Reputation is only one mechanism for solving the problem of trust. Others include
reciprocity in long-term relationships [1], regulations (you can trust this restaurant
because it has passed a food safety inspection), professional qualifications (you can
trust this person to fix your leg because she is a doctor), voluntary industry certifica-
tions (you can trust this coffee to be fair trade because there is a fair trade label on
the package), independent rating agencies, individual firm commitments (you can
trust this retailer because they have invested heavily in their brand, and so must act

3The need for trust in collaboration is essential to opposition movements in authoritarian states,
which is one reason I don’t believe that the “low transaction costs” of social media were key to the
Arab Spring uprisings of 2011. I have made trust-based arguments here and more formally in this
working paper.
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accordingly), the common property regimes explored by Elinor Ostrom, and many
others.

Reputation, in the sense used here, is peer-to-peer, informal, decentralized, community-
driven, and non-commercial, and it is those alternative qualities that sharing econ-
omy advocates claim can be scaled up by using internet reputation systems. Airbnb
and BlaBlaCar both describe themselves as “a trusted community marketplace”; Lyft’s
one-million rides show “the power of community”.

The effectiveness of reputation depends on the motivations of those giving testi-
monies as well as on the actions of the trustee: the problem of secondary trust de-
scribed above. Reputation is effective only if the testimonies are independent and
free from the taint of collusion or retaliation. Testimony from John’s brother does
not carry the same weight as that of someone who has no stake in John’s success or
failure, and while John may not want my neighbour to tell me about his failure to
fix their sink, there’s not a lot he can do about private conversations over a garden
fence.

Market-based incentives erode the effectiveness of reputation, and in this respect
reputation is a cultural commons ([10], and see also [11]). In her TED talk, in-
fluential author Rachel Botsman says that in the new economy “reputation will be
your most valuable asset”, but as reputation becomes an important asset, markets
will grow around it and intermediaries will claim to help you boost your reputation,
but these market-based incentives destroy the value of reputation as a mechanism
for establishing trust. Mechanisms for buying and selling testimonies, for example,
cause testimonies to lose their ability to discriminate between trustworthiness and
opportunism because an opportunist with money could buy themselves a good repu-
tation.

Internet Reputation Systems
Internet reputation systems promise to create a global village by scaling up infor-
mal word-of-mouth reputation mechanisms for sharing and for creating trust, and
so solve both the coordination and the trust problem for a variety of services which
could not previously be exchanged. For sharing economy advocates, reputation is an
alternative to regulation: law professor Lior Strahilevitz asks us to “imagine if every
plumber, manufactured product, cell phone provider, home builder, professor, hair
stylist, accountant, attorney, golf pro, and taxi driver were rated. . . In such a world,
there would be diminished need for regulatory oversight and legal remedies because
consumers would police misconduct themselves.” [13]

Do internet reputation systems act as an effective signal of trustworthiness?
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Figure 1 is the distribution of ratings for the Netflix Prize data set. Netflix ratings
are not a reputation system in the sense used here, in that they are not testimonials
about people: the data set consists of ratings of movies and TV shows by Netflix
customers. There is every reason to believe that the ratings are independent and
honest: the rater can offer an opinion freely, having no reason to expect expect
reward or punishment for any particular rating. The rater also has an incentive to
give a rating that matches their actual opinion, as it enables Netflix to recommend
movies that better match their tastes. So Figure 1 can take this as a reasonable
distribution of independent ratings.

Figure 1: Distribution of ratings in the Netflix Prize data set

BlaBlaCar, a French sharing economy company that connects “drivers with people
travelling the same way” throughout Europe, has over a million registered drivers,
transports over half a million passengers every month, and is expanding rapidly.
Also, it makes testimonial-based ratings available on its web site. Figure 2 is the
distribution of a set of 190,000 ratings from the blablacar.com site.4

4Methodology: In a BlaBlaCar rating, a reviewer gives a rating to a reviewee. The first step of
the algorithm is to record all the ratings of an individual user. Each subsequent step chose a new
reviewee by selecting at random from the lists of reviewers, and then records all the ratings for that
user. There are cases where a single reviewer has reviewed a single reviewee multiple times; these
were discarded. Only the numerical rating was recorded, and if a reviewer has not been reviewed
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Figure 2: Distribution of ratings in a sample from the Blablacar web site

Of 190129 distinct ratings, 2152 were one-star, there was not a single two-star rating,
there was one three-star rating, five four-star ratings, and 187971 five-star ratings. A
BlaBlaCar rating means something different from a Netflix movie rating.

With over 98% of ratings being five stars, the reputation system does not mean-
ingfully discriminate among drivers or riders. A reputation system that does not
discriminate fails as a reputation system: it fails to solve the problem of trust.5

Collusion and fear of retaliation are the reasons why there are essentially no reviews
less than five stars for rides that take place. If you give a less-than-five star review
then, unlike in the case of offline community-based testimonials, it is visible to the
reviewee, who can give you a harsh review in return and so affect your chance of
getting future rides. Do you want to defend your opinion that the driver was a
bit close to the car in front, or that the car was a bit dirty, or do you just want to

by anyone a single “null” rating was recorded. The procedure is far from scientific, but at 190,000
ratings is way better than a few anecdotes, which is the point.

5Almost all the one-star ratings are given when the rider and driver failed to meet without can-
celling ahead of time. Perhaps the rider didn’t turn up, or perhaps the driver didn’t, but one way or
another the ride didn’t happen. If a ride takes place, it is almost universal that each of the pair will
give the other a five-star rating.
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give a five-star review and make a note to yourself not to ride with them again?
Collusion is the other side of the retaliation coin: I know I turned up late and was
eating smelly food in your car and you didn’t like it, but so long as you give me five
stars I’ll give you a good positive rating and we’re both better off. Neither of these
factors need to be explicit or even to be very important to produce large effects,
because it makes no difference to me how I rate you. One seemingly tiny difference
between word-of-mouth and the internet rating system makes all the difference, that
testimonials are visible to everyone including the reviewee instead of everyone except
the reviewee.

The problem is not unique to BlaBlaCar. Reciprocity and collusion in the eBay rep-
utation system has been studied in [5] who also provide an estimate of how many
dissatisfied people are not rating their trustee:

The fact that from 742,829 eBay users. . . who received at least one feed-
back, 67% have a percentage positive of 100%, and 80.5% have a percent-
age positive of greater than 99%, provides suggestive support for the bias.
The observation is in line with Dellarocas and Wood (2008) who examine
the information hidden in the cases where feedback is not given. They es-
timate, under some auxiliary assumptions, that buyers are at least mildly
dissatisfied in about 21% of all eBay transactions, far higher than the lev-
els suggested by the reported feedback. They argue that many buyers do
not submit feedback at all because of the potential risk of retaliation.

Finally, on Airbnb, reviewing of hosts by guests and guests by hosts also happens in
public and is reciprocal. The Airbnb web site does not display individual numeri-
cal reviews, although it does display individual text reviews; instead it displays the
average rating that a room has received in each of several categories (cleanliness,
location, communication,. . . ) together with an overall average, rounded off to the
nearest 0.5 out of five. The web site is less easy to traverse programmatically, but out
of well over a hundred offerings in New York, Sydney, Berlin and Paris I have yet to
see a single one that is not rated 4.5 or 5.6

So even in the absence of explicit gaming, peer-to-peer internet reputation sys-
tems do not solve the problem of trust. The BlaBlaCar site fails the basic test of
discriminating among almost any of the 190,000 drives that took place—it fails to
deliver any useful information beyond giving the occasional sign that a driver or rider
may not turn up.

6See also this question on Quora for impressionistic responses.
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The “Growth” of the “Sharing Economy”
In her TED talk, Rachel Botsman claims that “Even four years ago, letting strangers
stay in your home seemed like a crazy idea”, and she describes the meteoric growth
of the sharing economy. The picture she paints would seem to be incompatible with
the idea that internet reputation systems fail to solve the problem of trust. What’s
going on?

Some perspective is in order. The rapid growth of individual sharing economy com-
panies does not represent the appearance of new social practices of sharing. The
growth of sharing economy companies is, at least in part, a movement of already-
existing social practices to online forums.

“Letting strangers stay in your home” has long been a common practice. Millions
of people let strangers stay in their homes without the benefit of internet reputation
systems: the overall vacation rental market, which includes cottages, apartments,
second homes and other personal rentals, is much larger than Airbnb.7 , 8

Similarly, BlaBlaCar is a small fraction of the overall carpooling practice, which pre-
cedes internet reputation systems. Carpooling has been a widespread practice in
many urban centres for decades, encouraged by local governments and transit au-
thorities with “Park-and-Ride” facilities, especially in Europe where fuel costs are
higher than North America. Student union noticeboards have long been a way to

7In 2013, Airbnb claims over 300,000 listings, but a 2010 study showed that “more than 6 million
vacation properties in the U.S. and Europe were being rented out to travelers for a fee at least two
weeks of every year”. Ad Age reports that Airbnb’s 2012 revenue was $150 million, which a little
arithmetic based on 3 percent host fees and at least 6 percent guest fees suggests it is part of $1.5B
in transactions. The same survey estimated the global vacation rental market at $85 billion in 2010,
at an average of $14,000 per property. Supporting these estimates, a report by market research firm
PhocusWright estimates the size of the overall vacation-rentals market in the US alone to be $23
billion, and vacation rentals in Europe are much more popular.

8Personal story: During my childhood my mother booked almost all our family holidays from the
Farm Holiday Guide, which listed farmhouses that provided either bed-and-breakfast or self-contained
accommodations throughout the UK.This practice was not unusual. For four years, we stayed with
Miss Whittaker in the Duddon Valley in the Lake District. She was a dinner lady at the local school,
and rented out accommodations to supplement her income. She had a sheepdog called Jan, which
we played with in her back garden. When it rained, which was often, we would read books from
her bookshelves: I first encountered Miss Marple and Hercule Poirot at Miss Whittaker’s house when
I was about ten. My younger brother would sometimes get up early in the morning and sit in the
kitchen with her, colouring in a colouring book while Miss Whittaker started her day. Families I know
in Ontario have rented out cottages for decades, through personal contacts and scattered local tourism
organizations like this one.
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coordinate rides home for the weekend.9 , 10

The dispersed nature of tourism boards, local travel authorities, booking agencies,
university notice boards, and so on make counting trips and visits difficult, while the
centralized nature of sharing economy sites makes data collection trivial for those
with the infrastructure, so it is easy to underestimate—or entirely neglect—the pre-
existing economy.

Also, not all the activity on sharing economy websites is of the personal, informal
kind that the site owners portray, so the growth of these companies overstates the
growth of sharing. Multiple rentals are common, suggesting rentals of properties
other than the host’s primary residence, such as investment properties.11 , 12

9BlaBlaCar hosts half a million passengers a month, which sounds like a huge number, but in
the year 2000 12% of the 128.3 million workers in the US carpooled to work (US Census) which,
assuming two people per car, is around 7 million passengers a day, excluding non-work trips.

10Personal story: My own pre-digital ridesharing experiences include a year of commuting between
Hamilton and Waterloo, driven by four different—and all wonderful—people, as well as several years
of intermittent and luckily incident-free hitch-hiking in the UK, mainly between Leeds and London.

Quiz for the reader: how would you rate the following drivers?

• The German ex-prisoner of war who stayed in the UK and who gave me a ride in a small lorry,
spending much of the ride explaining in a friendly manner how Hitler had been misunderstood.

• The driver who spent 30 minutes complaining about how dark-skinned immigrants were wreck-
ing the country.

• The driver of the empty lorry who explained that he was picking up my friend Lawrence and
myself on a windy day just to provide some extra ballast.

• The driver who had cerebral palsy and whose hand shook increasingly as he reached for the
gear lever, explaining that he drove better when he’d had a couple of drinks because he didn’t
tremble as much.

• Women may experience many kinds of problem that I have never faced. What is the acceptable
level of flirtatiousness and/or overt propositioning from a driver? And would you report over-
the-line behaviour if the driver had your phone number?

11Personal story: Rachel Botsman also makes a point that the sharing economy now means you
can stay in unusual places, not just regular hotels. When I was three years old my parents rented a
converted railway carriage near Aberdovey in Wales when I was three. The jellyfish on the beach were
disgusting, but otherwise it was fun.

12Personal story: my sister and I tried to book an apartment in Rome in spring of 2013 through
http://www.homeaway.co.uk/. The owner said that apartment wasn’t available, but another one
listed on http://www.homelidays.co.uk/ was free. We never met the owner, but we did meet a cleaner
who had a key. The rental was clearly a business transaction, and the apartment was one of six owned
by the same person. The experience was very similar to booking a traditional bed and breakfast or
holiday apartment through emails, websites, or even older mechanisms.
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The Problem of Trust in the Sharing Economy
Still, sharing economy web sites are growing fast. How are they succeeding if the
peer-to-peer reputation systems fail to solve the problem of trust?

One reason is that coordination is useful in itself. Classified ads, whether local news-
papers or sites like Craigslist and Kijiji, solve coordination problems but do not even
try to solve problems of trust beyond the most basic verification. It’s left to individ-
uals to contact each other, make arrangements, decide on the terms of a sale, and
complete the deal. In trading second-hand lawnmowers for cheap prices, the worst
that can happen to a purchaser is that they overpay by a few dollars, and that’s a risk
that many are prepared to take. One option for sharing economy companies would
be to accept that they are solving only the simpler coordination problem, and adopt
a business model that has no involvement in the transaction itself and which charges
small listing fees.13 But such a business model will not provide the returns that ven-
ture capital is expecting from this industry. Sharing economy companies funded by
venture capital have no option but to solve the problem of trust.

In some cases, community membership itself has provided an adequate signal of
trustworthiness, particularly in communities that are prepared to accept some level of
risk. Opportunists are screened out, to the extent that they need to be, by an implicit
community selection process, so that matching within the community is reduced to
a coordination problem. For example, travel site Couchsurfing built itself largely by
word-of-mouth among young travellers. Couchsurfing members pre-selected them-
selves to be adventurous (so not looking for a high degree of assurance from the
organization) and community-minded individuals with a common interest in travel.
Simply being part of the Couchsurfing community was a sign that correlated with
trustworthiness, and community members voluntarily undertook the additional risk
that came with the program.

Unfortunately, community membership as a sign of trustworthiness does not survive
large scale growth, for two reasons.

As a community grows, it attracts opportunists. In a small community, the benefit to
an opportunist of mimicking a sign of trustworthiness is small, but as the community
scales, the potential benefits for opportunists are larger, and the incentive to mimic
trustworthiness is greater. In evolutionary terms, Bacharach and Gambetta describe
the phenomenon as “model precedes mimic”. Sharing economy sites have benefited
from community membership as a screening process, but as they become larger they
will need new solutions.

13My thanks to Eric Farrar for insights into the differences between sites like Kijiji and sites like
eBay.
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Second, people who have a commitment to a community may be prepared to take
on additional personal risk, either because of the nature of the community itself (a
community of adventurers is not looking for a high level of security) or because they
are prepared to overlook lapses to support the community. There is a reciprocity, not
just between individuals, but between the members and the community-as-a-whole.
However, the revenue and growth models of venture-capital funded companies are
based on providing a service that can scale to people with no particular commitment
to the community itself. As AllThingsD reporter Liz Gannes writes: “maintaining
customer trust is paramount because, at any given moment, they are all one bad
incident away from users turning back to more traditional arrangements”

The Future of the Sharing Economy
Venture capital demands for scale will produce changes in the nature of the sharing
economy sites, changes that erode any community focus they have, and which turn
them into far more traditional models. Such changes are already underway at the
largest, most heavily funded sites.

As Gannes reports, a single bad incident has forced Airbnb to hire a 50-person “trust
and safety team” headed by a former US Army intelligence office and a former gov-
ernment investigator. The use of a human team clearly doesn’t scale, so Airbnb is now
turning to centralized analysis to solve its problems, saying “We want to apply data
to every decision. We want to be a very data-driven company.” On April 30 2013,
asserting that “Trust is the key to our community”, Airbnb introduced a “Verified ID
program” which demands that you provide government-verified identification and
permit the company to analyze your social networking presence or provide it with a
video profile.

There is also a drive for more professionalism among hosts. Airbnb now lets hosts sell
tours and activities, and here is Chip Conley, the new “Head of Global Hospitality”
for Airbnb, hired from the hotel industry, in a September 2013 interview:

We’ll be introducing nine minimum standards around what we expect
an Airbnb experience to be, whether it’s related to cleanliness or the ba-
sic amenities you expect, which is not currently the case. The idea that
we create some amenities that you should expect—clean towels, clean
sheets—that’s important.

In short, Airbnb is abandoning the idea that peer-to-peer reputation systems can solve
the problem of trust, is moving away from the casual “air bed” mentality that gave
it its name, and is resorting to traditional centralized systems of enforced minimum
standards, documentary verification, and so on.
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There is, however, one remaining difference between Airbnb and a traditional hospi-
tality business. To go back to the beginning of this essay, sharing economy companies
claim that it is both necessary and sufficient to solve problems of trust and coordina-
tion to unlock a large new economy of resource sharing. The “sufficient” part of this
is valid only if there are no spill-over effects from the operations of the sharing econ-
omy, so sharing economies will campaign for freedom from those constraints that
prevent them maximizing their returns: health and safety standards, employment
standards, licensing laws, and so on.14

To be successful, the venture-capital-funded “sharing economy” will be forced to lose
all those aspects of informal sharing that makes “sharing” attractive, and to keep
those aspects that erode neighbourhoods, erode employment rights, and remove ba-
sic standards. And if they succeed, they will have used the language of sharing to
bring about an unregulated, free-market, neoliberal economy.
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